Abstract. The paper deals with the classification of a subclass of finite-dimensional Zinbiel algebras: the naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebras. A Zinbiel algebra is the dual to Leibniz algebra in Koszul sense. We prove that there exists, up to isomorphism, only one family of naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebras under hypothesis n − p ≥ 4.
The symbol A ⇒ B means that the algebra of category A is in the category B and the symbol A −→ B indicates that the algebra of category A with a special operation gives an algebra of the category B.
In the works [2, 7, 14] some interesting properties of Zinbiel algebras were obtained. In particular, the nilpotency of an arbitrary complex finite-dimensional Zinbiel algebra was proved. Thus, the classification of finite-dimensional complex Zinbiel algebras is reduced to nilpotent ones. However, the study of the non-associative nilpotent algebras, in particular of the Zinbiel algebras, is too complex. In fact, the same study in Lie case was appeared two centuries ago and it is still unsolved. Therefore we reduce our attention to an important family: the naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebras, since it gives a really crucial information about p-filiform algebras without gradation restriction.
Let us introduce some definitions and notations, all of them necessary for the understanding of this work. 
Definition 1.3. A vector space Z with a bilinear operation "•" is called Zinbiel algebra if for any
x, y, z ∈ Z the following identity
holds.
Examples of Zinbiel algebras can be found in [2, 7, 11] . For a given Zinbiel algebra Z we define the following sequence It is not difficult to see that the nilindex of an arbitrary n-dimensional nilpotent algebra does not exceed the number n.
The set R(Z) = {x ∈ Z | x • y = 0 for any y ∈ Z} is called the right annihilator of the Zinbiel algebra Z, the set L(Z) = {x ∈ Z | y • x = 0 for any y ∈ Z} is the left annihilator and Cent(Z) = {x, y ∈ Z | x • y = y • x = 0 for any y ∈ Z} is the center of Z.
Let us denote by L x the left operator L x : Z −→ Z such that L x (y) = [x, y] for any y ∈ Z. Let x be a nilpotent element of the set Z \ Z 2 . For the nilpotent operator L x we define a descending sequence C(x) = (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n k ), which consists of the dimensions of the Jordan blocks of the operator L x . In the set of such sequences we consider the lexicographic order, that is, C(x) = (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n k ) < C(y) = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m s ) if and only if there exists i ∈ N such that n j = m j for any j < i and n i < m i . Definition 1.5. The sequence C(Z) = max{C(x) : x ∈ Z \ Z 2 } is called the characteristic sequence of the algebra Z.
Let Z be an n-dimensional nilpotent Zinbiel algebra and p a non negative integer (p < n).
where s is the nilindex of the algebra Z and denote gr(Z) = Z 1 ⊕ Z 2 ⊕ . . .⊕ Z s−1 . The graded Zinbiel algebra, gr(Z), is obtained where
Let Z be a naturally graded Zinbiel algebra with characteristic sequence (n − p, 1, . . . , 1). By definition of characteristic sequence there exists a basis {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n } in the algebra Z such that the operator L e1 has one block J n−p of size n − p and the others blocks J 1 of size one.
The aim of this work is to continue the study of naturally graded Zinbiel algebras. Since the nullfiliform, filiform and 2-filiform cases are solved in [1, 2] , we give a step further and we obtain the classification in the general case of p-filiform algebras. Moreover, the thesis of Adashev [1] allows us to reduce our discussion to the case n − p ≥ 4.
The paper is divided into two sections. In the first one we establish the natural gradation of the naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebras. In addition, we obtain main information on the structural constants of the law of our algebras. In the second section we present the classification of these kind of algebras (Theorem 3.7), where we have proved that there is only one family of n-dimensional naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebras with n − p ≥ 4.
Natural gradation of p-filiform Zinbiel algebras
The classification of the naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebras presented in this work is established using the characteristic sequence as the principal invariant. Let Z be a graded p-filiform ndimensional Zinbiel algebra. Then there exists a basis {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n−p , f 1 , . . . , f p } such that e 1 ∈ Z \Z 2 and C(e 1 ) = (n−p, 1, . . . , 1
p−times
). By the definition of characteristic sequence the operator L e1 in the Jordan form has one block J n−p of size n − p and p blocks J 1 (where J 1 = {0}) of size one, that is, the left operator L e1 is isomorphic to one of the following matrix:
Making basis shift one can assume that there are only two following types:
A p-filiform Zinbiel algebra is called of first type if the operator L e1 is isomorphic to the first matrix. Otherwise it is called of second type.
It is worthwhile to consider the following result since it allow us to reduce our study to the algebras of first type. Proposition 2.1. Let Z be a p-filiform n-dimensional Zinbiel algebra of second type. Then n − p ≤ 3.
Proof. The proof is straightforward by definition of second type algebras. Let us see it. By definition of second type algebras there exists a basis {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n−p , f 1 , . . . , f p } of Z such that
and the other products equal zero. Therefore, the natural gradation of Z is
Assume that n − p ≥ 4 and let us write e 2 • e 1 = αe 3 + The aim of this section is obtain the expression of the natural gradation of the naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebras of first type. These information will be useful to come to the classification of our algebras.
From now on we denote by C j i the combinatorial numbers C j i = i j The following result holds for each naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebras of first type. Lemma 2.2. Let Z be a Zinbiel algebra such that e 1 • e i = e i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, with respect to the adapted basis {e 1 , . . . , e k , e k+1 , . . . , e n }. Then
Proof. In order to get (1), it is convenient to prove the equality e i • e 1 = ie i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, which is clear by induction. Assume that (1) holds for j such that j ≤ k − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ k − j and let us prove it for j + 1. Since
where C j i is the corresponding combinatory number, we conclude that
Therefore, (1) holds for all 2 ≤ i + j ≤ k.
Let Z be a naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebra of first type of dimension equals n and let {e 1 , . . . , e n−p , f 1 , . . . .f p } be an adapted bases such that e 1 is a characteristic vector of Z. Due to the above lemma and the definition of an algebra of first type we know the following products:
, and the following information on the gradation: e 1 ⊆ Z 1 , e 2 ⊆ Z 2 , . . . , e n−p ⊆ Z n−p .
Denote by r i the number such that f i ∈ Z ri , for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. Then one can assume that 1 ≤ r 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ · · · ≤ r p ≤ n − p. Otherwise we can make a change of basis and to interchange the roles of f i . Theorem 2.3. Let Z be a n-dimensional naturally graded p-filiform Zinbiel algebra of first type. Then
Proof. First of all, note that r 1 = 1. Indeed if r 1 > 1 then Z would be one-generated, that is Z would be null-filiform Zinbiel algebra. That implies that its characteristic sequence is C(Z) = (n), which contradicts our hypothesis.
We now proceed by induction on s. Let us see the restriction on r 2 . Let us suppose r 2 > 2, then
which implies (r 2 − 1)f 1 • e r2−1 = α(r 2 − 1)e r2 , such that Z r2 = e r2 which contradicts f 2 ∈ Z r2 . Thus, r 2 ≤ 2.
Assume that r k ≤ k for all 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1 for some s ∈ N; we will prove that r s ≤ s. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that r s > s. To come to a contradiction, we first show that (r s − r s−1 )f s−1 • e rs−rs−1 = βe rs−1+1 , which satisfies the inclusion (2) when t = s − 1. We now see that f t • e rs−rt ⊆ e rs with 1 ≤ t ≤ s − 2. Since f t •e rs−rt = f t •(e 1 •e rs−rt−1 ) = (f t •e 1 )•e rs−rt−1 −f t •(e rs−rt−1 •e 1 ) and f t •e 1 ∈ Z rt •Z 1 ⊆ Z rt+1 , it is necessary distinguish the following cases:
• Case 1: If r t + 1 = r t+1 we have Z rt+1 = e rt+1 , f t+1 . From this we conclude that f t+1 • e rs−rt−1 ∈ e rs and e rt+1 • e rs−rt−1 ∈ e rs , hence that (r s − r t )f t • e rs−rt ∈ e rs . And, in consequence, f t • (e 1 • e rs−rt−1 ) = f t+1 • e rs−rt+1 ∈ e rs . Therefore we assert that f t • e rs−rt ∈ e rs .
• Case 2: If r t + 1 < r t+1 then f t • e 1 ∈ e rt+1 = Z rt+1 and by using similar arguments than above case we obtain f t • e rs−rt ∈ e rs .
Therefore (2) is proved. Now Z 1 • Z rs−1 = Z rs = e 1 , f 1 , . . . , f q • e rs−1 and since r 1 = · · · = r q = 1 by (2) we obtain f i • e rs−1 ∈ e rs for 1 ≤ i ≤ q. This implies that Z rs = e rs , a contradiction. Consequently, r s ≤ s.
An important property of our gradation is showed in the following lemma: it is not possible that all f i with 1 ≤ i ≤ p are generators, otherwise the algebra would be split.
Proof. Under these hypothesis we have
By properties of the gradation we can write
Finally it is clear that e j • f i = 0 by induction on j, because e 1 • f i = 0 for all i by nilpotence. That
An easy computation, make it obvious the following result.
Lemma 2.5. Let Z be a p-filiform Zinbiel algebra of first type. Assume that f j • e i = 0 for some
It is worthwhile to use the notation Z 1 = e 1 , f 1 , . . . , f s1 and Z i = e i , f s1+···+si−1+1 , . . . , f s1+···+si for 2 ≤ i ≤ n − p, where s 1 , . . . , s n−p are non-negative integers such that s 1 + · · · + s n−p = p and dim(Z i ) = s i + 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − p. The existence of r i > 1 in this terms is equivalent to s 1 < p.
The distribution of the vectors f i in the natural gradation is given by the following result.
Proposition 2.6. Let Z be an n-dimensional p-filiform Zinbiel algebra of first type. Then 0 ≤ s n−p ≤ · · · ≤ s 2 ≤ s 1 < p.
Proof. We have divided the proof into four steps.
•
Step I: First of all we will deal with the proof of the following affirmations, where the two first will be proved by induction on
For q = 1 it is clear that e 1 • f j = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ p by properties of nilpotence. Moreover by means of the natural gradation it is true that f j • e 1 ∈ Z 2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ s 1 , then
Let us see α j = 0 for any j. Since 0 = (
Moreover the property f j • e q+1 ∈ f s1+1 , . . . , f p is obtained by considering the following product: 0 = (
By similar way we prove that e n−p−1 • f j = 0 and f j • e n−p−1 ∈ e n−p , f s1+1 , . . . , f p for 1 ≤ j ≤ s 1 . Obviously e n−p • f j = 0 because e n−p ∈ Cent(Z). Hence (3) is proved.
Step II: The goal in this step is to check the antisymmetric property of the products
and so γ ij = −γ ji holds for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s 1 .
• Step III: Our next objective is to prove that f i • f j ∈ e 2 for all i, j, that is, s 2 ≤ s 1 . On the contrary, suppose that there exists i, j, t ∈ N such that η t ij = 0, in the case 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s 1 . Then making the basis transformation e ′ 1 = Ae 1 + Bf i with A = 0 and B = 0 we obtain the following linearly independent vectors:
then the rank of L e ′ 1 would be greater than n − p − 1, which contradicts the assumption C(Z) = (n − p, 1 . . . , 1). Hence,
Analogously one can establish
Now from (3), (4) and (5) we have Z 2 = Z 1 •Z 1 = e 2 , f 1 •e 1 , . . . , f s1 •e 1 ⊆ e 2 , f s1+1 , . . . , f p therefore, dim Z 2 ≤ dim Z 1 = s 1 + 1 and s 2 ≤ s 1 .
• Step IV : It is worthwhile to check s 1 + · · · + s k < p yields s k+1 = 0 to prove the proposition.
On the one hand let us see for k = 1. Indeed, if s 2 = 0 it is clear that f i • e 1 = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s 1 . Moreover by Lemma 2.5 we assert f j • e i = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − p and 1 ≤ j ≤ s 1 . Hence
• e 2 = e 3 , which implies Z i = e i for 3 ≤ i ≤ n − p. From these assertions one concludes that s 1 = p, which is not possible. On the other hand, let us prove that s 1 + · · · + s k < p yields s k+1 = 0, since otherwise Z k+1 = e k+1 . As Z k+1 = Z 1 • Z k we obtain f i • e k = ν i e k+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ s 1 . Then by using (3) we obtain ν i e k+2 = e 1 • (f i • e k ) = (e 1 • f i ) • e k − e 1 • (e k • f i ) = 0, which implies ν i = 0, i.e., f i • e k = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s 1 . Now by Lemma 2.5 we have f i • e j = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s 1 and k ≤ j ≤ n − p − 1. Thus Z k+2 = Z 1 • Z k+1 = e k+2 , Z k+3 = e k+3 , . . . and Z n−p = e n−p . However, if we had these equalities the vector f p would not be obtained.
Since
Hence it is proved that s n−p ≤ · · · ≤ s 2 ≤ s 1 , which is the desired conclusion.
Note that we have actually proved that the natural gradation of our algebras is as follows:
and we have written f i • f j = α ij e 2 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s 1 .
Main Result
Due to the above section we actually know the gradation of our algebra and we have obtained information on some structural constants. Next results complete the information on the structural constants come to there are only one family in the classification of these kind of Zinbiel algebras.
The following proposition presents additional multiplication law for Zinbiel algebra from Proposition 2.6. Proposition 3.1. Under the above assumptions the following multiplications hold for all 1 ≤ t ≤ n−p:
On the one hand consider the basis permutation f
where the remaining vectors stay unchanged. Then f
On the other hand we can make the following basis transformation:
Hence we obtain f
Once these basis transformations are done, we can assert
Analogously, by means of appropriate basis transformation we come to
Moreover since
there exist n 1 , . . . , n sm+2 with 1 ≤ n 1 , . . . , n sm+2 ≤ s m+1 such that
It suffices to make some basis transformations more to prove the lemma. Once the following vectors are changed f
s1+···+s k +i for 1 ≤ i ≤ s k+1 and for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m + 1. As n 1 , . . . , n sm+2 < s m+1 the following zero multiplications stay unchanged:
The following result is the generalization of the previous proposition. Proposition 3.2. Let Z be an n-dimensional p-filiform Zinbiel algebra of first type. Then
Proof. We proceed by induction on j. For j = 1 the products are directly obtained by Proposition 3.1. Assume that
Note that for j ≥ 2 and n − p − 1 ≤ k ≤ n − p the product f s1+···+s k +i • e j = 0 by properties of the natural gradation. We will prove these products for j + 1.
Due to Proposition 2.1 we can write:
and by induction hypothesis we have:
Therefore we obtain
and the lemma is proved.
The following lemmas present the rest of multiplications among the elements of the basis.
Proof. From (4) we have
Moreover, by Lemma 3.2 we have f j • e q = 0. Therefore, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ s 1 we have
Lemma 3.4. Let Z be an algebra under the above conditions. Then
Proof. Proposition 2.6, Proposition 3.1 and the properties of the nilpotent algebras make obvious the proof.
Lemma 3.5. Under the above conditions, the following products are true:
Proof. We first prove that
, by using induction on k. For k = 1 we have:
Hence we conclude by Lema 3.4 that f i • f s1+j = 2γ ij e 3 for 1 ≤ j ≤ s 2 and s 2 + 1 ≤ i ≤ s 1 .
Assume
, and 1 ≤ j ≤ s k+1 ; we will prove it for k + 1, that is:
It is remains to prove that f s1+···+st+i • f s1+···+s k +j = γ ij (t + k + 1)!e t+k+2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ s k+2 and s t+2 + 1 ≤ i ≤ s 1 , but this is trivial by considering the product f s1+...s k+1 +j • f i .
Finally let us see
Thus, the proof is completed.
Lemma 3.6. Under the condition stated above,
Proof. Due to the previous results we only need to prove that the products f s1+···+st+i • f s1+···+s k +j are antisymmetric for 1 ≤ k, t ≤ n − p − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ s t+1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ s k+1 . In this direction it is worthwhile to check the following property:
• f s1+···+s t+k−m +j . According to Lemma 3.5 we assert that this expression equals to γ ij (m + t + k − m + 1)!e m+t+k−m+2 = γ ij (t + k + 1)!e t+k+2 . Therefore
with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s 1 . Finally by using again Lemma 3.5, it follows the proof. Theorem 3.7. Let Z be a naturally graded p-filiform n-dimensional Zinbiel algebra of first type such that n − p ≥ 4. Then Z is isomorphic to one algebra of the family M α (s 1 , . . . , s n−p , r) :
with α ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof. Once the structural constants γ ij , with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s n−p−1 are determined, the classification will be obtained due to previous propositions and lemmas. Note that it is enough determinate γ ij with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ s n−p−1 , since in Lemma 3.6 we have proved that γ ij = −γji ∀i, j. That it, the matrix of the unknown structural constants is:
It is useful distinguish the following cases: 
The only significant changes in the law of Z with respect to the new basis are the products f
Therefore the matrix of the structural constants is simplified as:
Reiterating the same reasoning s n−p−2 -times by using the basis change:
, we come to γ ij = 0 if and only if j = i + 1.
It is clear that one can take γ i i+1 = 1 by using the basis change f
In this direction, we have obtain the family M α (s 1 , . . . , s n−p , r), where r is the subindex such that
Finally we prove that all the obtained algebras are pairwise non isomorphic. Of course, two isomorphic algebras have equal the first n − p parameters. Otherwise their natural gradation would be different. Hence we are going to focus our attention in the parameter r to study the isomorphic property.
Let us consider M s1,...,sn−p,r1 and M s1,...,sn−p,r2 such that r 1 = r 2 and let us denote M 1 and M 2 respectively for convenience. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that these algebras are isomorphic. Consequently dim(Cent(M s1,...,sn−p,r1 )) = dim(Cent(M s1,...,sn−p,r2 )), that is dim(Cent(M 1 )) − dim(Cent(M 2 )) = 0. By the properties of the gradation we can assert that {e n−p , f s1+s2+···+sn−p−1+1 , . . . , f s1+s2+···+sn−p−1+sn−p } are in the center of the two algebras. Moreover by the law of the two algebras we deduce that {f s2+1 , . . . , f s1 , f s1+s3+1 , . . . , f s1+s2 , f s1+s2+s4+1 , . . . , f s1+s2+s3 , . . . , f s1+s2+···+sn−p−3+sn−p−1+1 , . . . , f s1+s2+···+sn−p−1+sn−p } are elements of the center of them. Then it suffices to study if f s1+···+sn−p−2+sn−p+1 , . . . , f s1+···+sn−p−2+sn−p−1 are in the center of M 1 and M 2 . By the properties of the gradation and the law of the considered algebras we can assert that the products of the above vectors might be no equal to zero if and only if we consider the vector f i for 1 ≤ i ≤ s 1 . In other words, we only need to calculate the following products: f i • f s1+···+sn−p−2+sn−p+j = γ r k −1 r k (n − p − 1)!(γ r k −1 r k γ ij − γ r k −1 j γ ir k − γ r k −1 i γ r k j )e n−p , (6) such that r k = r 1 if we are working with M 1 , and r k = r 2 otherwise. In order to know these products it is convenient to distinguish the following cases:
If i = r k − 1 all these products are equal zero since:
f r k −1 • f s1+···+sn−p−2+sn−p+j = = γ r k −1 r k (n − p − 1)!(γ r k −1 r k γ r k −1 j − γ r k −1 j γ r k −1 r k − γ r k −1 r k −1 γ r k j )e n−p = = γ r k −1 r k (n − p − 1)!(γ r k −1 j − γ r k −1 j )e n−p = 0 for each j.
If i = r k − 1 we can take j = r k or j = r k . On the one hand if j = r k we also have every products equal zero since:
(γ r k −1,r k γ ir k − γ r k −1,r k γ ir k − γ r k −1,i γ r k r k ) = γ r k −1,r k γ ir k − γ r k −1,r k γ ir k and we know that i = r k − 1 and i = r k + 1. On the other hand, when j = r k , it is worthwhile to consider the following cases:
• If i = r k , we conclude from (6) that the product is equal to zero.
• If i = r k then γ r k −1,r k (n − p − 1)!(γ r k −1,r k γ ij − γ r k −1,j γ ir k − γ r k −1,i γ r k j ). As i = r k , j = r k and i < j yields γ r k −1,j γ ir k = 0 and γ r k −1,i γ r k j = 0. Hence the products can be rewrite as follows:
r k −1,r k γ ij (n − p − 1)!e n−p .
Moreover we have proved that γ ij = 0 if i > r k − 1 and j = i + 1 (remain r 1 for M 1 and r 2 for M 2 ), hence:
r k −1,r k γ ij (n − p − 1)!e n−p = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r k − 2.
